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a b s t r a c t

Wind-tunnel experiments are performed to investigate the effect of minor modifications to the roof edge
shape on the power performance and wake characteristics of a horizontal-axis wind turbine sited on a
cube-shaped building. Three roof edge shapes are considered: a sharp edge, a rounded edge, and a solid
fence. The power performance of the turbine is dependent on its streamwise position, and on the roof
edge shape due to the difference in the flow shear induced by different roof edges. The sharp edge and
solid fence cases show high variation in power with the turbine position, which is reduced significantly
in the rounded-edge case. The turbine shows the worst power performance regardless of its position in
the fence case. The roof edge shape is also found to affect the wind turbine wake. Specifically, the wake
recovery and expansion rates are found to be greatest for the fence case, and they decrease with the
increasing smoothness of the roof edges. This is related to the difference in the base flow turbulence
induced by different roof edge shapes. Compared to the base flow, turbulence intensity in the wake is
reduced on the building, except at the rotor top tip level.
© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Our world has undergone intense urbanization, with the global
population living in urban areas increasing from 30% in 1950 to 55%
in 2016 [1,2]. In the developed world, these numbers are even
higher, with more than 80% of the population living in urban areas
[2]. This rapid urbanization has also resulted in an overall increase
in the global energy demands. Although most of the world energy
needs are currently provided by fossil fuels; renewable energy
sources have emerged as a promising alternative to decarbonize the
energy market, and potentially mitigate the harmful impact of
fossil fuels on the environment. In this context, it is also relevant to
highlight the sustainable development goals (SDGs) promoted by
the United Nations [3], two of which concern the promotion of
renewable energy sources and the development of sustainable
cities. Localized micro-generation of energy within urban envi-
ronments via renewable sources can play a crucial role in achieving
the above-mentioned SDGs. While wind energy is traditionally
harvested from wind farms sited away from urban settlements,
fernando.porte-agel@epfl.ch
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wind energy generation within the urban environment has been
highlighted as an under-explored potential for clean energy gen-
eration closer to the end consumer [4].

Several studies have explored the potential and challenges
associatedwith urbanwind energy. Stathopoulos et al. [5] reviewed
recent developments in the field of urban wind energy. They
stressed on the need to further explore the influence of building
aerodynamics on the potential wind energy generation and wind
resource assessment. Micallef and van Bussel [6] also presented a
review of urbanwind energy researchwith a special focus on urban
aerodynamics. They highlighted that urban wind energy research
suffers from a lack of synergistic efforts between different areas of
research, which is crucial for the success of urban wind energy.
Walker [7] reviewed the methods used for urban wind resource
assessment, and showed that the most common approach of
combining a wind turbine power curve with the wind rose infor-
mation gives inaccurate estimation of potential urban wind energy
yield. This was associated with the complexity of flow in an urban
environment including the influence of the shape of the buildings.
Concerns regarding the noise generation and public acceptance of
urban wind energy also present a challenge [6,8]. Despite these
challenges, the assessment of urban wind energy on a national or
regional scale shows that it can play a significant role in providing
under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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decentralized renewable energy. Mithraratne [9] performed an
assessment of urban wind energy generation using roof-mounted
wind turbines in New Zealand. They showed that, while urban
wind energy cannot act as an alternative for the large-scale wind
energy generation, it has the potential to reduce the carbon foot-
print of New Zealand's electricity generation. Drew et al. [10]
assessed the potential of wind energy generation within the
Greater London area in the UK. They found that most areas with
high wind energy potential were located towards the outskirts of
the city, although some areas closer to the city center also had high
potential for wind energy generation. Grieser et al. [11] studied the
economic feasibility of small wind turbines in urban environments
in Germany. They showed that optimized positioning of wind tur-
bines in an urban environment based on flow conditions is crucial.
In addition, combining a wind energy generation system with an
energy storage system was observed to enhance the economic
feasibility of urban wind energy generation. More recently,
Rezaeiha et al. [4] developed a framework to assess wind energy
potential of roof-mounted wind turbines. When applied to the
Netherlands, they found that across existing high rise buildings in
12 cities of the Netherlands, an annual energy production of
150.1 GWh can be achieved.

Assessment of wind resources in an urban environment is,
however, a challenging task due to the complex nature of urban
flow and its strong dependence on building aerodynamics.
Different studies have been reported in the literature that assess
the potential energy yield of wind turbines in an urban environ-
ment. Bayoumi et al. [12] developed a tool to optimize the inte-
gration of a vertical axis wind turbine in the building design in
order to achieve a certain energy yield. Their model relied on some
pre-computed computational fluid dynamics results of flow around
the buildings, and was able to provide an estimation of the optimal
number, position and size of the turbines required to generate the
target energy yield. Abohela et al. [13] investigated the effect of
wind direction, turbine position and roof shapes (such as flat,
dome-shaped, pyramid-shaped and vaulted) on the energy yield of
wind turbines. They concluded that an informed decision based on
the understanding of flow around the building and optimal place-
ment of wind turbines can result in an increase in the potential
energy yield. Al-Quraan et al. [14] compared wind tunnel mea-
surements of flow around buildings with field data to assess the
accuracy of wind tunnel measurements. They concluded that, while
wind tunnel data showed good agreement with the field data for an
initial assessment of wind energy potential, the agreement be-
tween the two decreased with the increase in the inhomogeneity of
the surrounding terrain. Emejeamara et al. [15] proposed a new
method for estimating power production of vertical axis wind
turbines, which could also account for unsteady power perfor-
mance of the turbine due to turbulent nature of the flow. Rezaeiha
et al. [4] developed a framework to assess the wind energy po-
tential using the information of building aerodynamics, wind speed
at building height, turbine characteristics and number of turbines.
They demonstrated the use of the framework by computing the
annual energy production using roof-mounted turbines across the
Netherlands. Ruiz et al. [16] presented an optimization of ducted
openings in high rise buildings for wind energy harvesting. They
optimized the design of the ducted opening by changing the fillet
radius and diameter of the duct, and showed that aerodynamic
design of the buildings can significantly enhance wind energy
production. Li et al. [17] showed that an array of vertical axis tur-
bines optimized for the roof shape can lead to enhanced power
performance. More recently, Higgins and Stathopoulos [18] took an
artificial intelligence (AI) approach to assess the potential of urban
wind energy. They developed artificial neural network (ANN) and
tested its performance for different city configurations against
1050
wind tunnel data. They concluded that AI modeling can prove to be
a useful tool for identification and assessment of potential turbine
locations in an urban environment.

While the potential of urban wind energy has been readily re-
ported in the literature, the interaction of wind turbines with the
atmospheric boundary layer in an urban environment is relatively
under-explored. For the large-scale wind energy, this has been the
focus of research over the past few decades [19,20]. The general
working principles of horizontal axis wind turbines, their aero-
dynamics and momentum theory are covered in detail in
Refs. [21,22]. Thewake of a turbine, characterized by its low velocity
and turbulent nature, is responsible for reduction in power avail-
able for downstream turbines. Accounting for the turbine wake
effects is, therefore, important for clustering of wind turbines in an
urban environment. In addition, these wakes can also alter the fa-
tigue load distribution on downstream turbines, as well as on any
built structures downstream of the turbine. It is, therefore, of great
interest to understand how turbine wakes evolve in urban envi-
ronments. Due to their potential impact on the success of any wind
energy project, several studies investigating wind turbine wakes in
an urban environment have recently emerged. Ge et al. [23]
investigated the effect of the wake of a turbine on an urban district
model located downstream, where the turbine hub height and
diameter were twice the height of the buildings. They found that
the urban district resulted in a faster recovery of the turbine wake
andmodified its trajectory. The turbinewake also reduced thewind
speed in the streamwise streets of the urban district. Ge et al. [24]
also performed large-eddy simulation of single and multiple wind
turbines located downstream of a cube-shaped building. They
showed that the building resulted in a decrease in power and in-
crease in power fluctuations of the first turbine located down-
stream. The turbinewake also showed faster recovery due to higher
turbulence and secondary mean flow induced by the building. A
second turbine placed downstream of the first one showed higher
power output in the presence of the building than in its absence.
Fan et al. [25] studied the effect of buildings and trees on the per-
formance of roof-mounted wind turbines. Their results showed
that trees higher than buildings caused a decrease in the power
output of the turbines compared to the case with trees lower than
the building height. The wake of the turbine was asymmetric and
had a downward trajectory. Xu et al. studied vertical axis wind
turbines located on the side of [26], and between [27] buildings. For
wind turbines on the side of the buildings, different flow scenarios
and arrangements of turbines were simulated. From these simu-
lations, they deduced that for a stand-alone turbine, tailwind po-
sition performed best, whereas for multiple turbines a combination
of crosswind and tailwind arrangement proved best. For wind
turbines installed between the buildings, counter-rotating turbine
arrangement performed better than the co-rotating arrangement.
They also placed five arrays of wind turbines between the buildings,
and showed that their performance was rather complex and
dependent on the flow conditions. The effect of wind direction was
also investigated, revealing best performance at 15� incoming wind
direction. All of the above-mentioned studies utilize numerical
tools, and there is an obvious lack of experimental work investi-
gating the interaction of wind turbines with an urban environment.

Urban wind energy can also benefit from recent advances in the
field of wind energy in complex terrain. Several studies have shown
that local changes in terrain elevation can have significant effects
on wind resources available for wind turbines [28,29]. In addition,
atmospheric stability has also been shown to have significant effect
on available power for wind turbines in complex terrain, with
higher spatial variability during stable conditions [30]. Especially,
the studies focused on wind turbines located on escarpments can
be relevant for urban wind energy, as an escarpment can be
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considered as a building with infinite length and width. Lange et al.
[31] showed that the edge of the escarpment can have a significant
effect on the flow over it, and consequently on the power available
for turbines. Qian & Ishihara [32] showed that the ratio of escarp-
ment height to the turbine height can have an effect on the turbine
wake deflection. More recently, Dar & Port�e-Agel [33,34] showed
that the shape of the escarpment leading-edge significantly affects
the wake of a wind turbine sited on it.

In the current study, we have performed wind tunnel measure-
ments on a roof-mounted wind turbine in an idealized urban envi-
ronment, where the building is represented by a cube-shaped block.
Of particular interest is the shape of the roof edges, where minor
modifications, such as slight curvature or addition of a boundary
fence, are introduced inaddition toa sharp-edgedroof. The sensitivity
of the turbine power output to the roof edge shape and streamwise
position of the turbine on the building is first investigated. The wake
of the turbine placed at the position corresponding to maximum
power output is then compared between different roof edge shapes.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first wind tunnel
study investigating the effect of seeminglyminormodificationsof the
roof edge shapes and turbine position on the power performance and
wake characteristics of a roof-mounted wind turbine. The rest of the
article is structured as follows: section2documents the experimental
setupand theurbanboundary layerdeveloped; results fromthestudy
are reported and discussed in section 3; finally, a summary of the
work and conclusions are presented in section 4.
Fig. 1. Comparison of the power (top) and thrust (bottom) coefficients as a function of
tip speed ratio between the original and scaled-down turbine models.
2. Experimental setup

The experiments are conducted in the closed-loop boundary
layer wind tunnel at the WiRE laboratory of EPFL. The wind tunnel
has a test section of 28m length, 2.6 mwidth and 2m height, with a
contraction of 5:1 area ratio before the inlet. A 130 kW fan drives
the flow in the wind tunnel.

A miniature three-bladed horizontal axis wind turbine is used in
this study. The miniature turbine is a scaled-down version of the
WiRE-01 miniature turbine developed at WiRE, EPFL [35,36]. A
scaling ratio of 1:1.43 is established between the scaled-down and
original turbine models. This scaling results in a rotor diameter d of
10.5 cm and a hub height zh of 8.75 cm for the scaled-down turbine.
The blade profile has a circular arc shapewith a sharp leading-edge,
where the chord length varies from 8.4 mm at the blade root to
5.88 mm at the tip. The rotor is built from a liquid photopolymer
resin by 3D printing. The rotor is mounted on a direct current (DC)
motor manufactured by Maxon motors (model: DCX10L), which
has a diameter of 10 mm (leading to a rotor to nacelle diameter
ratio of 10.5) and length of 25 mm. The DC motor is controlled by a
servo controller (model: ESCON 36/2 DC) via a digital encoder
(model: ENX10).

The performance of the scaled-down turbine is first character-
ized and compared with the original turbine model. For this pur-
pose, power and thrust measurements are made in a flat terrain.
The power produced by the turbine P is measured by multiplying
the shaft torque Q with the rotational speed U of the turbine. For
more details on power measurements procedure, the reader is
referred to Ref. [35]. The power coefficient Cp is then calculated by
the following relation:

Cp ¼ P

1
2 rAu

̄ 3

h

¼ QU

1
2 rAu

̄ 3

h

; (1)

where r is the air density, A is the rotor swept area and u
̄
h is the

mean streamwise velocity at the hub height. In order to measure
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the thrust force T, the turbine is mounted on a multi-axis strain
gauge sensor (model: ATI-nano-17Ti). Similar to the power coeffi-
cient, the thrust coefficient CT is calculated by:

CT ¼ T

1
2 rAu

̄ 2

h

; (2)

where T is the total thrust force measured by the strain gauge

sensor. The averaged streamwise velocity at the hub height u
̄
h

(measured by a pitot static tube) is kept at 6.7 ms�1 for these

measurements. The velocity u
̄
h is chosen to establish a dynamic

similarity in terms of the Reynolds number Red (based on u
̄
h and

rotor diameter d) between the original and scaled-down turbine
models. For the original WiRE-01 turbine, the power and thrust
coefficient data is obtained from Ref. [37], which has approximately
the same Red ð� 47000Þ as in the current experiments. Fig. 1 shows
the comparison of the power and thrust coefficients as a function of
tip speed ratio l between the scale-down and original turbine
models. Here, it should be noted that the tip speed ratio is varied by
varying the rotational speed of the turbine, while keeping the
incoming velocity constant. Both turbines show very similar trends
and values of the power and thrust coefficients. The maximum
power coefficient is 0.34 and 0.35 for the scaled-down and original
turbines, respectively, at a tip speed ratio of around 3.8. The thrust
coefficient at l corresponding to maximum Cp is about 0.8 and 0.82
for the scaled-down and original turbine models, respectively. This
comparison shows that scaling down the turbine does not affect its
performance characteristics. For subsequent measurements in the
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urban boundary layer, the turbine is operated at the l corre-
sponding to maximum Cp for each case.

A two-component frequency-shifted laser Doppler velocimetry
(LDV) system developed by TSI is used to measure the streamwise
and vertical velocity components in the flow. The LDV probe con-
taining the transmitter and receiver optics is mounted on a 3
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) traversing system outside the test sec-
tion of the wind tunnel. In order to increase the focal length of the
transmitter, a beam expander is fitted in front of the LDV probe. The
total focal length of the LDV transmitter is 2.29 m. The flow is
seeded with olive oil droplets, which have a diameter on the order
of several micrometers. Flow seeding is done through a slot in the
tunnel floor at the inlet of the test section. This ensures that the
seeding method does not influence the flow in the test section,
especially, around the building. Data is acquired using the
FlowSizer-64 software (also developed by TSI). The velocity statis-
tics are weighted by the transit time (also known as the gate time)
of the tracer particles to compensate for high velocity bias, which
occurs because the particles with higher velocity travel further and,
thus, have a higher probability of getting sampled.

An idealized urban canopymodel is set up inside the test section
to simulate an urban boundary layer. The idea is to have a relatively
taller building surrounded by a set of smaller ones. The small
Fig. 2. (a) Sketch of the experimental setup inside the test section; L ¼ 8 cm, h ¼ 10 cm
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buildings are represented by square base prisms, with the base
dimensions of 8 cm � 8 cm and height of 10 cm. The square base
prisms are arranged in a staggered configuration, with a spanwise
and streamwise spacing of two and four times their length,
respectively. Similar arrangements have been used in the past to
investigate flows within and above urban canopies. Castro et al.
[38] performed wind tunnel measurements using a staggered
configuration of cubic blocks to understand urban boundary layer
flows. Similarly, Cheng and Port�e-Agel [39] compared the staggered
and aligned configurations of cubic arrays using large-eddy simu-
lation to investigate the adjustment of boundary layer to urban
surfaces. A picket fence of 2.5 m in width with a total height of
13 cm, including saw-tooth shaped spikes of width and height
equal to 3 cm, is also placed at the inlet of the test section to
enhance turbulence production.

The taller buildings used for mounting a turbine are cube-
shaped, with a height of 40 cm. This yields a ratio of 4 between
the height of the tall building and surrounding urban canopy. The
ratio between the building height and turbine hub height is 4.5,
showing that the turbine is considerably smaller than the building
it is placed on. Minor modifications to the roof edges inspired from
roof shapes found in reality are made. Three different roof edge
shapes are used, which are described in detail below:
and H ¼ 40 cm. (b) A picture of the cubic tall buildings with modified roof edges.



Table 1
Key flow parameters in the upstream boundary layer.

u
̄
h;up (ms�1) u

̄
∞ (ms�1) n u*(ms�1) zo(cm) d0(cm) d(cm)

6 7.29 0.26 0.41 0.2 8.34 90.5
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1. Roof with sharp 90� edges (labeled: Cube).
2. Roof with a curved edge shape, where radius of curvature is 5%

with respect to the building height (labeled: Round).
3. Roof with a solid boundary fence, where fence height is also 5%

with respect to the building height (labeled: Fence).

A schematic representation of the experimental setup, along
with a picture of the cubic buildings used for mounting the turbine,
is shown in Fig. 2.

Measurements can be sub-divided into two parts: power mea-
surements and velocity measurements. All measurements are
performed with the turbine placed in the center of the building
span. For power measurements, the turbine is placed at different
streamwise locations to investigate the effect of its distance from
the building leading edge on power performance. Once the
streamwise position corresponding to maximum power is identi-
fied, that position is chosen to place the turbine for velocity mea-
surements, which are carried out with and without the turbine. In
the vertical direction, measurements are taken with a spatial res-
olution of 1 cm, which yields 10 points across the rotor. Above the
building, measurements are taken until a height of 2d; whereas
behind the building, measurements are taken from 1d below the
building height to 2d above it. This results in 21 and 33 measure-
ment points in each vertical profile on and behind the building,
respectively. Vertical profiles of mean and turbulence quantities at
several representative streamwise locations are measured (8 in the
base flow and 6 in the wake flow). In total, 204 measurements
points for the base flow, and 162 measurement points for the wake
flow are considered in each case, where 15000 instantaneous ve-
locity samples are taken at each measurement point to ensure
statistical convergence.

The turbulent boundary layer 1 m upstream of the cubic tall
building is measured using LDV with a spatial resolution of 2 cm.
Fig. 3 shows the vertical profiles of the normalized averaged
streamwise velocity, streamwise turbulence intensity and
normalized averaged vertical momentum flux. In this figure, z/d¼ 0
represents the test section floor; whereas in the rest of the article, it
represents the building roof. The streamwise velocity at the pro-
jected height of the turbine center on the building zh,up ¼ 48.75 cm

in the upstream flow u
̄
h;up ¼ 6 ms�1 is used for normalization in

Fig. 3. The normalized averaged streamwise velocity shows higher
shear close to the surface and increases with height. A power law fit

according to u
̄ ¼ u

̄
h;upð z

zh;up
Þn is also shown with a blue line in Fig. 3

(a). The shear exponent n of the power law fit is 0.26, which in-
dicates high shear in the flow. The velocity at the maximum height
Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of the normalized averaged streamwise velocity with power law fit
momentum flux (c). The normalized averaged streamwise velocity is also plotted in a semi
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of the boundary layer is 7.29 ms�1. Due to the limitation of optical
access, measurements above this height (i.e. 90.5 cm from the test
section floor) cannot be taken. Therefore, the boundary layer height
is assumed to be equal to 90.5 cm. This assumption is reasonable
since the velocity only increases by 1.5% between z/d ¼ 8 and z/
d ¼ 8.6. It is important to note that the boundary layer height is
more than twice the height of the cubic building, which means that
both the turbine and the building are fully immersed in the
boundary layer. Considering that a logarithmic layer constitutes the
lowest 10e15% of the boundary layer height, a logarithmic fit is
done on the lowest 12.5% of the boundary layer. Following [40], the
logarithmic fit is done using the following relation:

u
̄ ¼ u*

k
ln
�
z� d0
z0

�
; (3)

where u* is the friction velocity, k is the von Karman constant taken
as 0.41, z0 is the aerodynamic roughness length, and d0 is the
displacement height. The displacement height is implemented to
account for the effect of the urban canopy height on the develop-
ment of the boundary layer. The normalized averaged streamwise
velocity together with the logarithmic fit is shown in Fig. 3 (d). The
values of friction velocity u*, aerodynamic roughness length z0, and
displacement height d0 obtained from the logarithmic fit are
0.41 ms�1, 0.2 cm, and 8.34 cm, respectively. The streamwise tur-
bulence intensity is around 0.2 at the bottom of the boundary layer
and decreases almost linearly with height. The decrease in
streamwise turbulence intensity with height is related to the
decrease in the mean flow shear with height. At the projected
height of the turbine center on the building, the streamwise tur-
bulence intensity is 0.12 in the upstream boundary layer. The
normalized averaged vertical momentum flux also shows highest
values closer to the surface, due to high shear in the flow. Table 1
summarizes key flow parameters in the upstream boundary layer.

3. Results

3.1. Base flow

We first investigate the flow development across the mid span
of the building without the turbine, termed as the base flow. Fig. 4
in blue line (a), streamwise turbulence intensity (b) and normalized averaged vertical
-logarithmic scale with a logarithmic law fit in blue color (d).



Fig. 4. Vertical profiles of the normalized averaged streamwise velocity in the base flow across the building. The horizontal black solid line traces the height of the building, whereas
the black dashed lines trace the prospective rotor bottom tip, hub and top tip locations.
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shows a comparison of the vertical profiles of the normalized
averaged streamwise velocity in the base flow for different roof
edge shapes. For the building with sharp 90� edges (named as
‘Cube’), a region of high shear and reverse flow is observed near the
building leading edge, close to the surface. With the increase in the
streamwise distance, the flow velocity close to the surface in-
creases, along with the height of the high shear region. This is
related to the growth of the shear layer that develops across the
building roof due to the interaction of the separated flow closer to
the surface and the free flow away from the surface. Immediately
behind the building at x/d¼ 4.5, there is a sharp transition between
the flow under the building height and that above it. This is due to
the wake of the building, which has not mixed with the flow above
at the given streamwise location. With the increase in the
streamwise distance, the building wake grows and mixes with the
flow above it, leading to a smoother velocity profile.

For the curved roof shape (named as ‘Round’), rounding the roof
edges leads to higher velocity and lesser shear across the building
roof compared to the Cube case. This is because rounding the roof
edges leads to a reduction in the adverse pressure gradient induced
by the building, and no flow separation is observed in this case.
Behind the building, an even stronger transition between the flow
under the building height and that above it is observed compared
to the Cube case.

The addition of the solid boundary fence (‘Fence’ case) results in
a stronger separation, with the position of maximum shear located
higher than that for the Cube case, which is likely caused by the
blockage induced by the boundary fence. Across the building, the
Fence case shows highest shear and lowest velocity compared to
the rest of the cases. Behind the building, the Fence case also shows
highest shear and lowest velocity compared to the other cases,
where the differences between different cases reduce with the
increase in the downstream distance. It is to be noted that, from
here on, x/d ¼ 0 represents the building leading edge and z/d ¼ 0
represents the building roof surface. The averaged hub height
Fig. 5. Vertical profiles of the normalized averaged vertical velocity in the base flow across th
black dashed lines trace the prospective rotor bottom tip, hub and top tip locations.
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streamwise velocity at the turbine position on the building u
̄
h in

each respective case is used to normalize all the flowquantities. The
choice of the turbine position on the buildingwill be discussed later

in section 3.2. The normalization velocity u
̄
h is 6.5 ms�1, 6.54 ms�1

and 6.38 ms�1 for Cube, Round and Fence cases, respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the development of the normalized averaged ver-

tical velocity for the three cases. As can be seen, high vertical ve-
locity values are observed close to the building leading edge. As
expected, the Fence case shows highest vertical velocity, with the
values decreasing gradually for the Cube and Round cases. For
streamwise positions x/d � 2.5, the vertical velocity is very close to
zero above the building height for all cases. Below the building
height, positive and negative velocities are observed at x/d ¼ 4.5
and x/d ¼ 6.5, respectively. This can be related to the flow recir-
culation that develops behind the building. A turbine would
experience high vertical velocity across the rotor if it is located close
to the leading edge of the building, and the vertical velocity
magnitude would be highest in the Fence case and lowest in the
Round case.

In order to characterize the evolution of turbulence across the
building, we compute the streamwise turbulence intensity Iu ¼ su

u
̄
h

,

where su is the standard deviation of the streamwise velocity. Fig. 6
shows a comparison of the streamwise turbulence intensity be-
tween the three building cases. High streamwise turbulence in-
tensity values are observed for all cases, where values close to 0.1
are observed in the free stream flow for all cases. The streamwise
turbulence intensity is highest in the shear layer developed from
the roof leading edge. Peak streamwise turbulence intensity values
of around 0.45 are observed for the Fence case at x/d ¼ 1.5, 2.5, and
for the Cube case at x/d ¼ 1.5. The streamwise turbulence intensity
showed highest values and stronger variation in the vertical di-
rection for the Fence case, and lowest values for the Round case,
with the Cube case showing values somewhere in between. The
trends observed in the evolution of streamwise turbulence
e building. The horizontal black solid line traces the height of the building, whereas the



Fig. 6. Vertical profiles of the streamwise turbulence intensity in the base flow across the building. The horizontal black solid line traces the height of the building, whereas the
black dashed lines trace the prospective rotor bottom tip, hub and top tip locations.

Fig. 7. Growth of the shear layer center as a function of downstream distance. The
horizontal black solid line traces the height of the building, whereas the black dashed
lines trace the prospective rotor bottom tip, hub and top tip locations.

Fig. 8. (a) Maximum mean power produced by the turbine and (b) normalized stan-
dard deviation in power as a function of streamwise distance.
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intensity are consistent with the shear observed in the mean flow,
as higher shear in the Fence case would lead to higher turbulence
production compared to the other cases.

The vertical position of the maximum streamwise turbulence
intensity also changes with the roof shape. Following Kiya and
Sasaki [41], the peak location of the streamwise turbulence in-
tensity can be used to characterize the center of the shear layer that
grows from the building roof edge. Fig. 7 shows the growth of the
shear layer center for different roof shapes. The shear layer center
initially moves vertically up with streamwise distance from the
leading edge, but reaches an almost constant value for each case,
which is consistent with the observations of Kiya and Sasaki [41].
The center of the shear layer is observed to be highest for the Fence
case, coinciding with the turbine hub height at x/d > 1.5. For the
Round case, it is below the turbine bottom tip height for all loca-
tions, except the last one; whereas it is slightly above the bottom tip
height for the Cube case. The vertical position of the shear layer
center with respect to the rotor is important, as it determines the
turbulence profile experienced by the turbine and can have an ef-
fect on the fatigue loads on the rotor.

3.2. Power performance

We now focus on the power extracted by the turbine from the
base flow. More specifically, wewant to understand how the power
production is affected by the turbine position on the building, as
well as by the roof edge shape. For this purpose, we first plot the
maximum mean power produced by the turbine at different
streamwise positions for the three cases in Fig. 8(a). The Cube case
shows highest power production among all cases at a streamwise
position of x/d ¼ 0.5, with the maximummean power dropping for
x/d > 0.5, where values less than half compared to the peak are
observed at x/d � 2.5. Adding a solid boundary fence leads to not
only a decrease in the maximum mean power, but also to a higher
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variability in the maximum mean power with the streamwise po-
sition. Mean power values of approximately 10% compared to the
peak value are observed at x/d � 2.5. Rounding the roof edges leads
to a slightly lower peak value compared to the Cube case at x/
d¼ 0.5, but it shows the least amount of variation in powerwith the
streamwise position among all the cases. As the wind direction can
change in the real world, the variation in mean power production
with streamwise distance from the building leading edge is
important, and roof shapes with least amount of variability should
be preferred for urban wind energy installation.

Another important factor in consideration to the power per-
formance of a turbine is the fluctuations in power. Fig. 8(b) shows
the standard deviation in power production normalized by
maximum mean power extracted by the turbine at a certain posi-
tion. Closer to the roof leading edge, all cases show similar values of
normalized standard deviation in power of around 0.3, which in
itself is a high number and can be attributed to high turbulence in
the upstream boundary layer. Cube and Round cases initially show
comparable values closer to the roof edge, where the difference
between the two grows for x/d > 1. The Fence case, on the other
hand, shows a significant increase in normalized standard devia-
tion, with the values reaching as high as 1.29 at x/d ¼ 3. In addition
to the flow separation from the roof leading edge, the poor per-
formance of the turbine on the back end of the roof in the Fence
case can also be related to the additional blockage caused by the
fence at the back end of the building.

To understand the effect of the turbine rotational speed on the
power production, Fig. 9 shows the power production of the



Fig. 9. Mean power produced by the turbine as a function of turbine rotational speed
for different streamwise positions.
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turbine at two different streamwise positions for different roof
shapes. These positions correspond to the maximum andminimum
values of Pmax across the streamwise extent of the building, as
observed in Fig. 8(a). The range of the turbine rotational speed
differs in different cases to ensure that the tip speed ratio remains
the same. Similar to the trend of power coefficient seen in Fig. 1 for
flat terrain, the extracted power for a certain case first increases
with the increase in rotor speed before reaching a maximum value
beyond which, a decrease in power is observed with an increase in
the rotational speed. The effect of roof shape is observed for the
whole range of rotational speed, where the difference in power
between different cases is smaller at x/d ¼ 0.5, but grows signifi-
cantly at x/d ¼ 3.

To explain the variation in power production with the turbine
position and roof edge shape, we plot the vertical profiles of aver-
aged streamwise velocity and its standard deviation for several
streamwise positions in Fig. 10. Power available for a turbine scales
with the cube of velocity, therefore higher velocity across the rotor
would mean that more power is available for the turbine. As can be
seen in Fig. 10, at x/d ¼ 0.5 the Cube and Round shape cases show
similar velocity profiles, whereas the Fence case shows high shear
Fig. 10. (a) Vertical profiles of averaged streamwise velocity and (b) standard deviation
of streamwise velocity across the rotor for different streamwise positions. The dashed
horizontal lines trace the rotor bottom tip, hub and top tip locations.
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in the bottom half of the rotor. For each case, this is the streamwise
location where maximum velocity is observed across the rotor,
thereby resulting in maximum power produced by the turbine. The
relatively lower velocity encountered across the rotor at x/d ¼ 3
results in the low power production obtained at this location,
where the Fence case shows lowest values across the whole rotor
compared to the other cases. The differences between the velocity
profiles at 0.5 and 3 rotor diameters for each case appear to be
consistent with the differences in the power production observed
between these positions. For the fluctuations in power observed in
Fig. 8(b), the standard deviation in the streamwise velocity profiles
provides useful insights. Highest standard deviation values across
the rotor, with a peak around the turbine hub height are observed
for the Fence case at x/d ¼ 3, which is consistent with the highest
fluctuations in power observed at this location. The peak value of
standard deviation at x/d ¼ 0.5 is similar to that at x/d ¼ 3 for the
Fence case, although the location of peak is in the lower half of the
rotor, with relatively smaller values in the upper half of the rotor,
thereby resulting in lesser fluctuations in power. The Round case
shows smaller standard deviation values compared to the other
cases, which explains lower power fluctuations in this case. The
Cube case shows standard deviation higher than the Round case,
but smaller than the Fence one, resulting in power fluctuations
more comparable to the Round case than the Fence one.

The dependency of the power produced by the turbine on its
streamwise position, as well as on the roof edge shape is clearly
shown. Building with curved roof edges is found to perform best
and in a practical scenario, such building should be preferred for
wind turbine siting. For the wake flow analysis in the following
section, the turbine is placed at the streamwise position of x/
d ¼ 0.5, as it performs best in terms of power at this streamwise
position. This is in accordance with how a turbine siting would be
done in reality, where turbines are commonly placed at positions
corresponding to the highest available resources.

3.3. Wake flow

We now investigate the wake of the turbine; specifically, we are
interested in the comparison of the turbine wake for different roof
edge shapes. Fig. 11 shows vertical profiles of the normalized
averaged streamwise velocity in the turbine wake for different roof
shapes. The profiles of normalized averaged streamwise velocity in
the base flow are also included as a reference in this figure. The
normalized averaged streamwise velocity in thewake is found to be
highly dependent on the roof shape, where its magnitude is highest
for the Round case and lowest for the Fence case. The symmetry of
the velocity profile, especially on top of the building, is also
observed to be affected by the roof shape, with relatively more
symmetric profiles for the Round case. For the Cube and Fence
cases, the profiles become asymmetric, with the Fence case
showing highest asymmetry. Both the magnitude of the velocity
and symmetry of the velocity profiles in the wake are consistent
with the base flow velocity profiles, which showed least (highest)
shear and highest (lowest) velocity for the Round (Fence) case. The
Fence case is particularly interesting, as it shows negative velocities
in thewake below the hub height on top of the building. This can be
related to the relatively strong flow separation from the leading
edge, as well as to the blockage and formation of a vortex in front of
the back fence on the building. Behind the building, an enhanced
expansion of the wake is observed, where the velocity differences
between different cases follow the same trend as that on the
building. Below the building height, the differences between the
turbine wake and base flow increase with the increase in the dis-
tance, which could be associated with the downward trajectory of
the turbine wake and its interaction with the building wake.



Fig. 11. Vertical profiles of the normalized averaged streamwise velocity in the turbine wake across the building. The base flow profiles are added for reference. The horizontal black
solid line traces the height of the building, whereas the horizontal black dashed lines trace the prospective rotor bottom tip, hub and top tip locations.
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To quantify the differences in the wake flow with respect to the

base flow, we compute the streamwise velocity deficit Du
̄ ¼ u

̄
b �

u
̄
w, where u

̄
b and u

̄
w are the averaged streamwise velocities in the

base and wake flow, respectively, at the same physical location.
Fig. 12 shows the comparison of vertical profiles of the normalized
averaged streamwise velocity deficit between different cases.
Compared to the streamwise velocity profiles, the streamwise ve-
locity deficit profiles show less difference between different cases.
On top of the building the profiles appear to be fairly symmetric for
all cases, whereas behind the building they show a relatively wider
profile. A region of negative streamwise velocity deficit is observed
close to the building leading edge for all cases. This is a result of
flow speed up near the surface, as the turbine hinders the devel-
opment of the separated flow from the building leading edge. To
further characterize the streamwise wake velocity deficit, we plot
the normalized maximum wake velocity deficit, the vertical posi-
tion of the maximum wake velocity deficit and the normalized
wake width as a function of downstream distance in Fig. 13.

The normalized maximum velocity deficit is used to charac-
terize the recovery of the turbine wake center (Fig. 13 (a)). On top of
the building, the normalized maximum velocity deficit is observed
to be highest for the Fence case, with values decreasing for the Cube
and Round case, respectively. As discussed by Dar & Port�e-Agel
[34], the normalized maximum velocity deficit is affected by the
pressure gradient induced by the topography. Here the Fence case
induces the highest pressure gradient on the wake, resulting in the
highest value of the wake velocity deficit. The recovery of the
Fig. 12. Vertical profiles of the normalized averaged streamwise velocity deficit in the turb
building, whereas the horizontal black dashed lines trace the prospective rotor bottom tip,
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velocity deficit is observed to be remarkably fast on top of the
building, which could be related to the high turbulence intensity in
the base flow. Behind the building, however, the recovery of the
wake center slows down significantly for all cases. This can be
related to the fact that, as the wake undergoes enhanced expansion
due to the sudden absence of a surface, the recovery of the
maximum velocity deficit has to slow down in order to conserve
momentum.

To characterize the trajectory of the wake, we plot the normal-
ized vertical position of the maximum velocity deficit (also called
the wake center) in Fig. 13 (b). On top of the building, the wake
center is observed to be above the hub height of the turbine for all
cases, which can be related to the high vertical velocity experienced
by the turbine in the base flow. Thewake trajectory is also observed
to be almost constant for all cases above the building. The Round
and Cube cases show very similar wake trajectory above the
building, whereas the Fence case shows a slightly higher location of
the wake center compared to the rest. The presence of the fence
above the building roof results in a high vertical velocity, which can
explain the upward shift in the wake trajectory in this case. Behind
the building the wake center moves down for all the cases, which
indicates toward a downward movement of the turbine wake.

As the turbine wake moves downstream, it undergoes an
expansion due to the shear layer developed from the rotor edge,
which plays a role in the transport of energy in the wake from the
outer flow. Wind turbine wakes are known to expand linearly as a
function of downstream distance in the far wake in flat, as well as
complex terrain [19,34]. As a result, the wake growth rate k in the
ine wake across the building. The horizontal black solid line traces the height of the
hub and top tip locations.



Fig. 13. (a) Maximum normalized velocity deficit, (b) vertical position of the maximum velocity deficit and (c) normalized standard deviation of the streamwise velocity deficit as a
function of downstream distance. The horizontal black solid line in (b) traces the height of the building, whereas the black horizontal dashed lines trace the rotor bottom tip, hub
and top tip locations. The vertical dashed black line marks the end of the building.
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far wake can be estimated by the slope of a linear fit to the wake
width such that:

sz
d

¼ k
x
d
þ ε; (4)

where sz is thewakewidth estimated by the standard deviation of a
Gaussian curve fitted to the vertical profile of the streamwise ve-
locity deficit at each downstream position and ε is the initial wake
width. Fig. 13 (c) shows the normalized wake width as a function of
downstream distance, along with the linear fit according to equa-
tion (4) for the three cases. The wake growth rate is found to be
highest for the Fence case, and decreases for the Cube and Round
cases. It is also found to be significantly higher than the values
typically reported in flat terrain (see, e.g. Ref. [42]) or those re-
ported for a turbine sited on escarpments [34]. This is consistent
with the relatively high streamwise turbulence intensity across the
building compared to the flat terrain or escarpment studies. In
addition, the sharp changes in the streamwise pressure gradient
induced by the building could also play a role in different rate of
expansion compared to flat terrain. The streamwise velocity deficit
profiles are found to be Gaussian at x/d ¼ 2.5 for all cases. This
indicates that the near wake length is shorter than 2 rotor di-
ameters, which is consistent with the high turbulence intensity in
the base flow, as higher turbulence usually leads to a shorter near
wake length.

Focusing on turbulence characteristics in the wake, we first plot
the normalized averaged vertical momentum flux in Fig. 14. The
verticalmomentum flux is a key factor in determining the exchange
of momentum between outer and wake flow, and plays a role in
production of turbulence together with the mean flow shear. In the
near wake (x/d ¼ 1.5), all three cases show similar values of
normalized averaged vertical momentum flux. However, in the far
wake, the Fence case shows significantly higher values than the rest
of the cases, with a peak around the rotor top tip height at x/d¼ 3.5.
In previous studies on flat [36] and complex terrain [34], the ver-
tical momentum flux is observed to be negative in the upper half of
the rotor and positive in the lower half, especially for downstream
distances shorter than 8 rotor diameters. In the current study, only
the Round case depicts the behavior described above, whereas the
Cube and Fence cases show predominantly a negative vertical
momentum flux across the whole rotor, with relatively smaller
values in the lower half of the rotor. Relatively high vertical
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momentum flux in the shear layer developed from the building
leading edge in the base flow is believed to play a role in the above
described behavior. The fact that the peak of the vertical mo-
mentum flux in the base flowon top of the building is located closer
to the surface and found to be significantly higher than that in the
wake flow helps explain the observed trend. Behind the building,
the vertical momentum flux in the turbine wake is found to be
comparable to that in the base flow, with slightly higher values in
the turbine wake than the base flow.

The streamwise turbulence intensity in the turbine wake is
shown in Fig. 15. Consistent with the vertical momentum flux, the
streamwise turbulence intensity is observed to be highest in the
Fence case, with values decreasing for the Cube and Round case. On
top of the building, the streamwise turbulence intensity shows a
peak around the rotor top tip height. Wu & Port�e-Agel [43] per-
formed a kinetic energy budget analysis to show that even though
momentum fluxes are high across the whole rotor projected area,
the peak in turbulence intensity at the rotor top tip height appears
due to high mean flow shear around that height. A similar
reasoning can be used here to explain the peak around the rotor top
tip height. In addition, the peak value of streamwise turbulence
intensity in the wake is observed to be smaller than that in the base
flow. This will be discussed in detail below. Behind the building, the
streamwise turbulence intensity profile flattens out, mainly
because themean flow shear becomes almost constant (see Fig. 11).

The streamwise turbulence intensity in the turbine wake is
contributed by two sources: the one in the base flow and the one
added or subtracted by the turbine. To quantify the streamwise
turbulence intensity contributed by the turbine, we compute the
added streamwise turbulence intensity Iadd:

Iadd ¼

8><
>:

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I2u;w � I2u;b

q
; Iu;w � Iu;b;

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I2u;b � I2u;w

q
; Iu;w < Iu;b;

where Iu,w and Iu,b are the streamwise turbulence intensities in the
turbine wake and base flow, respectively. Fig. 16 shows the vertical
profiles of the added streamwise turbulence intensity. The peak of
the positive added streamwise turbulence intensity around the
rotor top tip is found to be the same in all three cases. This indicates
that the difference in the peak of streamwise turbulence intensity
between different cases in the turbine wake comes from the



Fig. 14. Vertical profiles of the normalized averaged vertical momentum flux in the turbine wake across the building. The base flow profiles are added for reference. The horizontal
black solid line traces the height of the building, whereas the horizontal black dashed lines trace the prospective rotor bottom tip, hub and top tip locations.

Fig. 15. Vertical profiles of the streamwise turbulence intensity in the turbine wake across the building. The base flow profiles are added for reference. The horizontal black solid line
traces the height of the building, whereas the horizontal black dashed lines trace the prospective rotor bottom tip, hub and top tip locations.

Fig. 16. Vertical profiles of the added streamwise turbulence intensity in the turbine wake across the building. The horizontal black solid line traces the height of the building,
whereas the horizontal black dashed lines trace the prospective rotor bottom tip, hub and top tip locations.
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difference in the base flow turbulence intensity, whereas the tur-
bine contribution remains constant.

A region of negative added streamwise turbulence intensity
above the building is observed in all cases. The negative added
streamwise turbulence intensity means that the turbine suppresses
turbulence in the wake compared to that in the base flow. Dar &
Port�e-Agel [34] explained that this negative added streamwise
turbulence intensity appears because the turbine suppresses the
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development of the shear layer from the escarpment (in the current
work, the building) leading edge in its wake. As the mean flow
shear in the turbine wake close to the surface is lower than that in
the base flow, the turbulence production is suppressed. While the
positive added streamwise turbulence intensity is insensitive to the
roof shape, the negative added streamwise turbulence intensity
depends on the roof shape. The Fence case shows highest sup-
pression of the streamwise turbulence intensity. In the Fence case,
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apart from the region around the rotor top tip, the profile is pre-
dominantly negative, with the magnitude of the peak value higher
than that for the positive added streamwise turbulence intensity.
The peak position andmagnitude of the negative added streamwise
turbulence intensity decrease for the Cube case, which further
decrease for the Round case. Behind the building, all three cases
show similar profiles, with approximately constant values at x/
d � 6.5.

4. Summary

In this study, we performed wind tunnel experiments on a roof-
mounted horizontal-axis wind turbine placed in an urban envi-
ronment. Of particular interest was the effect of roof edge shape on
power performance and wake characteristics of a turbine sited on
top of a tall cubic building. In addition, the effect of streamwise
position of the turbine on its power performance was also inves-
tigated. The roof edge shapes were inspired from the ones observed
in reality: a roof with sharp 90� edges (Cube case), a roof with
slightly curved roof edges (Round case) and a roof with a solid
boundary fence (Fence case). The modifications in the roof edge
shapes could easily be deemed minor in a conventional resource
assessment study, however, our results showed that such small
modifications can significantly affect both the power performance
and the wake of a turbine sited on top of the building.

The flow velocity, shear and streamwise turbulence intensity in
the base flow were observed to be highly dependent on the roof
edge shape. This was related to the growth of the shear layer due to
flow separation from the building leading edge. This shear layer
was found to be strongest in the Fence case, followed by the Cube
and Round cases, respectively. As a result, the power available for a
turbine was also dependent on the roof edge shape. All cases
showed maximum mean power production at a streamwise dis-
tance of about half rotor diameter from the leading edge of the
building. The Round case showed least variation in the maximum
mean power production with the streamwise position and least
amount of normalized standard deviation in power production. For
the Cube case, maximum mean power production decreased after
x/d ¼ 0.5, where an increase in the normalized standard deviation
was also observed. The Fence case showed highest drop in
maximum mean power production, with values reaching approxi-
mately 10% at the back end of the building compared to those at the
front end. The normalized standard deviation in power was also
observed to be highest at the back end of the building for the Fence
case, with values greater than 1 at x/d � 2.5.

For wake flow measurements, the turbine was placed at x/
d ¼ 0.5, as it corresponded to the position with highest power
production. For all cases, the wake characteristics on top of the
building and those behind the building showed significant differ-
ences, which were related to the sudden absence of a surface after
the building edge. On top of the building, the normalized averaged
streamwise velocity profiles in the wake showed differences be-
tween different cases, with higher velocity and relatively sym-
metric profiles for the Round case. The wake velocity was observed
to be smaller and have more asymmetric profiles for the Cube and
Fence cases, which was related to the separation induced by the
leading edge in the base flow. The Fence case showed highest
normalized streamwise velocity deficit above the building, with
values decreasing for the Cube and Round case, respectively. The
recovery of the wake center velocity deficit was found to be faster
on top of the building, whereas it slowed down behind the building
due to the sudden expansion of the wake. The wake growth rate
was found to be highest in the Fence case, with values decreasing
for the Cube and Round cases. The wake growth rate was also
observed to be higher than the values typically reported in flat or
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complex terrain, which was associated with high base flow tur-
bulence intensity across the building. The Fence case also showed
relatively higher turbulence in thewake compared to the rest of the
cases, whereas the turbulence added by the turbinewas found to be
the same around the rotor top tip height in all cases. The turbine
also suppressed the turbulence production near the surface, as it
suppressed the growth of the shear layer due to flow separation
from the building leading edge. This negative added turbulencewas
found to be dependent on the case with highest magnitude in the
Fence case and lowest in the Round case.

In conclusion, the sensitivity of both the power production and
wake characteristics to the roof edge shape is clearly shown. Ideally,
building shapes with least variation in power with position should
be chosen to account for wind direction changes. The flow sepa-
ration and shear layer development from the building edge are
found to be the differentiating factor for the power and wake
characteristics of a turbine. For the numerical modeling and
resource assessment community, these results emphasize the
importance of accurate building modeling, as seemingly minor
differences in the roof edge shape can result in huge differences in
the estimation of power production and wake effects of a roof
mounted turbine.
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Nomenclature

Cp Power coefficient
P Mean power
Q Shaft torque
U Turbine rotational speed
r Air density
A Rotor swept area
CT Thrust coefficient
T Thrust force
Red Reynolds number based on turbine diameter
l Tip speed ratio
rpm Revolutions per minute
x Streamwise distance/coordinate
z Vertical distance/coordinate
d Turbine diameter
zh Turbine hub height
zh,up Projected height of turbine center on the building
d0 Displacement height
z0 Aerodynamic surface roughness
d Boundary layer height
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n Shear exponent
L Length of square-base prism
h Height of square-base prism
H Height of cubic building

u
̄

Averaged streamwise velocity

w
̄

Averaged vertical velocity

u
̄
h Averaged streamwise velocity at hub height

u
̄
∞ Averaged free-stream velocity

u* Friction velocity
k von-Karman constant
Iu Streamwise turbulence intensity
su Standard deviation in streamwise velocity

u0
̄
w0 Averaged vertical momentum flux

Pmax Maximum mean power
sP Standard deviation in power
slc Shear layer center

Du
̄

Averaged streamwise velocity deficit

uw
̄

Averaged streamwise velocity in the wake

ub
̄

Averaged streamwise velocity in the base flow

Du
̄
max Maximum streamwise velocity deficit

sz Standard deviation in vertical profiles of streamwise
velocity deficit

z
Du

̄
max

Vertical position of maximum streamwise velocity

deficit
k Wake growth rate
ε Initial wake width
Iadd Added streamwise turbulence intensity
Iu,w Streamwise turbulence intensity in the wake
Iu,b Streamwise turbulence intensity in the base flow
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